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Human Power, volume one, number one ... Great! Just what
the world needs . another narrow special-interest publication.

Actually, this sort of publication is invaluable to those of
us who are buried under the unmanageable deluge of informa-
tion available. A magazine like Human Power can provide a sum-
mary of everything you need to know about one subject, in one
place, updated periodically. Magazine publishers who are wise
enough to spot a growing trend like this one can make a fortune
in specialty markets. Since I spent a few years as a magazine
editor, I have a good idea of how the game works. Essentially,
the publisher's share of the cover price (perhaps 50%) just about
covers the production costs of paper, printing, and facilities.
The advertising revenue, therefore, has to cover editorial salaries
and purchased articles and photographs. Professional journals
which carry no advertising must obviously carry a higher price,
rely on volunteer editors, and pay nothing to their writers. At
the moment, it is not clear which way Human Power will go.
There is definitely a need for something to fill the gap between
highly esoteric journals such as Human Factors and Ergonomics
and the product-oriented magazines like Bicycling and Bike
World. For this first issue we have relied heavily on volunteer
(coerced?) help from our amazingly talented and professionally
expensive members. We have articles by Dr. Paul MacCready,
Prof. Chester Kyle, Phil Norton, Randy Danta, and Bill Watson.
And, of course, this issue, our logo, and our race posters would
not exist without hundreds of man hours of free art and produc-
tion work by designer Dick Hargrave (assisted editorially by
yours truly).

A large part of the effort of grinding out a first issue is
in resolving the format and orientation. The name Human
Power gives us a great deal of latitude in editorial content,
while still expressing the basic thrust of the IHPVA. Human
Power is primarily oriented toward human-propelled transporta-
tion over land, sea, or air. At the moment, that is most commonly
represented by pedal-cycles, rowboats, and a few flying machines.
However, we should not ignore other popular modes of human-
powered transportation such as jogging, wheelchairs, skate-
boards, ice skates, cross-country skiing, and so on. In broader
terms, Human Power perhaps ought to even promote stationary
power production in methods such as stairs (versus elevators),
electricity generation (i.e., the pedal-powered television), the
treadle sewing machine, and such reactionary devices as the man-
ual toothbrush. Personally, I even have a great interest in using
human power to overcome government mass and friction, and
social inertia.

But where are we going with Human Power? What you see
before you will be the only 1977 issue, and therefore is an
annual. The next step is to become a quarterly. From that we
may become bimonthly or monthly. There is certainly enough
editorial material available to justify such growth. For example,
there wasn't enough room in this issue for technical articles on
Ventilation Air Drag, by Glen Brown, and wind tunnel data
on streamlined bicycles. These and many other technical tips
will be provided in future issues.

But growth will be limited by production time and costs.
Although manufacturers cry out for the proper ad vehicle to
reach their markets, whether there are enough human power
products, or whether we decide to take that route, remains to
be seen. If enough members and readers are willing to support
and promote Human Power, then we won't have to sell out, or
to go begging for the thousands of dollars worth of free pro-
fessional help required to make our cause known.
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a very efficient approach. An example of such a divorced system
would be to drive a generator with crank, transmit the resulting
electrical power over wires, and produce thrust using an electric
motor and propeller. Such a system is hopelessly inefficient and
is only used at present by municipal electric power departments
and other projects financed by taxes.

The most familiar power system for human powered water
vehicles is that used on the rowboat. Since rowing transmits power
directly from the rower to the water there is very little transmis-
sion loss except for slight friction at the oarlocks. The sliding seat
used on racing shells allows the longest possible oar movement and
so represents an advantage. But a large fraction of the torso must
also be accelerated forward and backward with each stroke, and
energy for this body movement is not available for useful power.
Other inefficiencies occur at the outboard ends of the oars and
cannot be overcome even by the most skillful oarsmen. First is
the water which clings to the oar and is lifted during each return
stroke. Second is the eddies which the oar produces. And third is
the non-parallel angle at which the oars push during all but a small
fraction of the total power stroke.

The most likely alternative to rowing is a propeller driven by a
rotating shaft. The shaft bearings and other associated power trans-
mission components represent power losses not associated with
the oar. But this technique has the advantage of allowing pedaling
and had cranking for power production. Some experimentation
will be necessary to determine an optimum propeller design for
this purpose.

Other propulsion systems which are adapted to rotational drive
include paddlewheels and various moving belt designs. Like the
oar, those devices rotating on an axis perpendicular to the direc-
tion of thrust usually must be raised above water while returning
forward. An exception might be a submerged belt with hinged
scoops which open for the power stroke and close on the return
stroke.

Other less conventional thrust mechanisms might operate as
a fish by flapping or "sculling" against the water. Such a motion
may prove very efficient and also adapt to the human body with a
minimum of mechanization. Perhaps a rubber suit with a fish-like
tail section will prove the lightest, most maneuverable, and fastest
implementation ot numan power to an aquatic environment.
Imagine a race contested by mermaid-like creatures who hobble
to the dock and deftly swim away at the sound of a starting gun.

Those having access to smooth water can start building vehicles
immediately and refining their performance over 2000 meters.
Others without a water course will have to conduct thrust and lift
experiments at home in the bathtub. This will undoubtedly repre-
sent somewhat of a problem for many owing to the large number
of laps which must be counted.

1978 IHPVA SPEED CHAMPIONSHIPS
The 1978 International Human Powered Speed Champion-

ships will be held at Ontario Motor Speedway, Ontario, California
on Saturday, May 6, 1978 from 7:00 a.m. until noon. The early
starting hour was scheduled to avoid the winds which can dramati-
cally affect the performance of human powered vehicles.

The '78 Speed Championships will feature the traditional fly-
ing start 200 meters and a new event, the 25 kilometer (about 151/2
miles) road race. The road race will employ a LeMans type start
and will be open to both single and multiple rider vehicles. (A
LeMans start requires that riders run across the track to their
vehicles before mounting and starting.) Each vehicle will be al-
lowed a maximum of two helpers to assist in vehicle entry and
push-off. Road racing human powered vehicles should be built
with adequate visibility, entilation, and maneuverability. Team
tactics in the road race will be limited to pace lines of no more than
four vehicles per team. Blocking will not be allowed. Some experts
are predicting lap speeds of up to 40 m.p.h. and average speeds of
35 m.p.h. for the road race!

Excitement has been added to this Spring's Speed Champion-
ships by the recent announcement of the Abbott Prize, a $2,500.00
award offered by Dr. Alan Abbott to the first multiple powered
vehicle to reach 55 m.p.h. or to the first individually powered
vehicle to reach 54 m.p.h. whichever occurs first.

The 1978 IHPVA Speed Championships will be a spectacular
event for entrants and spectators alike. Please plan to attend and
pass the word to your friends.

If you have a question concerning the upcomingSpeed Champ-
ionships or if you wish to be placed on the mailing list for entry
forms write to:

Phil Norton
IHPVASC
505 California Drive
Claremont, Calif. 91711
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HUMAN POWER SEACRAFT
by Bill Watson, V.P.-Water

The IHPVA has expanded its scope of interest seaward by of-
ficially voting to recognize speed records set by human powered
water vehicles. To this date the fastest officially recognized
vehicles of this type are the sleek racing shells used in Olympic
rowing competition. It is hoped, however, that by applying scien-
tific technology, entirely new concepts in vehicle design will bring
about major increases in existing speeds.

With variations in wind, tide, and currents, it is difficult to mea-
sure the exact speed of a water vehicle. The shells ordinarily race
against each other over 2000 meters measured from a standing
start. Therefore, there are records for various 2000 meter courses
around the country. Average speeds seem to be 9 to 10 knots. The
Human Power aquatics division hopes to see these records fall to
designers of much faster vehicles. These might include propeller
driven catamarans and hydrofoils, high aspect ratio planing hulls,
hovercraft, or possibly even fish-like (swimming) submarines. If
speeds cannot be accurately measured in no wind conditions, all
racing may have to be done side by side with other vehicles. Rules
will have to be established to allow different vehicles around the
country to compare their speeds with each other. Starting from a
standing start may be required. Taras Kiceniuk Jr.'s Human Power
Aircraft (ground effect) could easily skim a few inches over the
water at over 20 knots, trailing a string in the water to make it
technically a water craft. Starting from a standstill would prevent
this.

The IHPVA is considering offering a prize for the first human
power sea craft to advance the 2000 meter speeds by a reason-
able amount. But goals other than just straight line speed should
be considered in designing these sea vehicles. It is hoped that they
will someday develop into practical and seaworthy craft.





IHPVA OFFICERS 1977-1978

Chester Kyle PRESIDENT
Professor of Mechanical Engineering, California State University,
Long Beach. Helped organize first International Human Powered
Speed Championships with Jack Lambie. Founder, IHPVA March
28, 1976. Built and tested some of the first streamlined bicycles
in the USA, Cycling Researcher, Actively races standard bicycles
in the Veterans Class.

Randy Danta EXECUTIVE VICE-PRESIDENT
Industrial Electronics Engineer for IEEE Corporation, Van Nuys,
Calif. Entered last three Speed Championships as a competitor
and vehicle designer and builder. Author of technical articles on
electronics and holder of several patents. Enthusiastic bike com-
muter and tourist.

Phil Norton VICE PRESIDENT - LAND
High School psychology teacher, West Covina, California. Built
and rode the fastest tandem entry in the first and second Speed
Championships. Fastest 200 meter time in the first race (46.27
MPH) Races bicycles, (Category III road, Category II track).

Jack Lambie VICE PRESIDENT - AIR
Aerodynamics Consultant, Orange, California. Co-Organizer of
International Human Powered Speed Championships, built and
flew an exact replica of the Wright Brothers Aircraft. Pioneered
many models of gliders and hang gliders. In 1976, Lambie and wife

Karen rode around the World on a tandem. Helped build and
develop Kremer prize winning "Gossamer Condor."

Bill Watson VICE PRESIDENT - WATER
Pattern maker, Van Nuys, Calif. Participated in 1976 and 1977
Speed Championships taking 6th and 7th place respectively, with
very ingenious and well built machines. Charter member IHPVA.
Helped build man-powered aircraft that made the first successful
self-powered takeoff in the USA (1975-76). Building a human-
powered boat. Enthusiastic bicycle tourist.

Peter Boor TREASURER
Partner and Manager of Bud's Bike Shop, Cucamonga, Calif.
Graduate physicist and mathematician. Charter member of
IHPVA. Vice President Southern California Cycling Association,
President Mount Baldy Cycle Club. Active Veteran bicycle racer.

Robert Alexander HISTORIAN
Traffic Engineer, Bicycle Traffic Consultant, road surface mater-
ials expert. Long time recreation cyclist and author of dozens of
scientific and popular articles related to transportation and cycling.

Dick Hargrave EXECUTIVE SECRETARY
Owner, Graphic Design firm, Los Angeles, Calif. Charter member
IHPVA. Designed and helped build fairings for first and third race.
Designed posters and programs, 1976-77 races. Hobby, low-speed
aerodynamics and vehicle design in general.

ALLAN ABBOT, (USA)
MD in Dana Point, California. Past Presi-
dent IHPVA; Winner singles category
1976 International Human-Powered Speed
Championships. Holder of World Bicycle
Motor paced speed record 140.5 MPH
(1972). Bicycle and motorcycle racer. Jun-
gle doctor in Peruvian Amazon. Leaving
(1977) to cruise Mexico and South Pacific
on 24 ft. yacht.
JOSE DOMINGO AEREQUI (Spain)
President of Zeus Industries, Abadiano,
Spain. Largest manufacturer and exporter
of bicycle components in Spain.
JORGEN BEYERHOLM, JR. (Denmark)
Sports Reporter for largest newspaper in
Denmark. National Cycle Ball Champion
1960-65, 1971-72. Captain of Danish Pro-
fessional Cycling Team 1970-75. Captain,
1975-76 Danish Amateur team, Town of
Marjorco (Spain). President of Cycleball
section of Danish Cycling Federation.
COMMENDATORE
TULLIO CAMPAGNOLO (Italy)
Owner and President of Brevetti Interna-
zionali Campagnolo, the largest manufac-
turer of bicycle racing components in the
World. Champion Professional Bicycle
Road racer before World War II.
FRED DE LONG (USA)
Plant Engineer for E.S.B. Incorporated,
Pennsylvania. Technical Editor of Bicycling
Magazine, American Bicyclist and Motor-
cyclist. Member of American National Bi-
cycle Standards Technical Advisory Group.
Member International Standards Organiza-
tion Technical Committee. Worked on Bi-
cycle Manufacturers Association Service
Manual Project; Cycling Manual for Boy
Scouts of America. Presents Proficiency
and Training Courses (Cycling) throughout
USA. Former Cycle racer and present en-

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
thusiastic tourist, (12 countries, 20 States).
WOLFGANG GRONEN (Germany)
Retired former Coach of German Profes-
sional Cycle Racing Team. Owns largest
Archive of historic bicycle photographs and
literature in Europe. Prolific Cycle Journal-
ist. Personal friend of scores of European
amateur and professional bicycle racers and
coaches. Technical consultant on cycling to
German Sports Universities.
RENE JACOBS (Belgium)
Editor of Belgian Cycling Journal. Publish-
er of Velo, a facts yearbook on Cycling.
EDDY MERCKX (Belgium)
Professional Bicycle Racer. Holder of the
World Hour Record (49 Km 431 m, Mexi-
co, 1972). Winner of Tour d'France 4 times,
and winner of scores of major races and
tours in Europe. The best known and most
successful bicycle racer in the World today.
SIR HUBERT OPPERMAN, O.B.E.
(Australia)
Australian Member of Parliament. Holds
numerous long distance cycling records set
over 40 years ago and never broken includ-
ing 850 miles in 24 hours behind motors
(1932) and from Lands End England to
John O'Groats in 63 hours 22 minutes
(1929). The most renowned long distance
cyclist of all time. Author of numerous ar-
ticles and books.
HELMUT QUINDT (Austria)
Director of Steyr-Daimler Puch Company,
Austria's largest bicycle manufacturer.
GERARD SILLEN (Holland)
Sports Editor of Dutch newspapers. Presi-
dent of Royal Dutch Soccer Federation.
Well known cycling journalist covering all
major events in Europe. Active in organiz-
ing Dutch Youth Sports Organizations.
CHARLEY TANTEL (France)
Director of the French Cycling Journal

L'Official du Cycle. Active European Ama-
teur Cycle racer and tourist.
SHINICHI TORIYAMA (Japan)
Director of his own Bicycling Research
Laboratory. Vice President of Japan
Cycling Club. Bicycling writer and publish-
er for popular, scientific and industrial pub-
lications. Organized several International
Cycling tours. Original research on bicycle
stability, human power output, and tire roll-
ing friction.
OTTO WEINMANN, JR. (Switzerland)
Assistant to the President, Weinmann
Company, Worlds largest manufacturer of
Aluminum Caliper brakes and lightweight
rims. Worked in all phases of the manufac-
turing operation in Weinmann's three
European plants (Switzerland, West Ger-
many and Belgium).
FRANK WHITT (England)
Retired Chemical Engineer. Author of
popular and scientific journal articles on
basic bicycle science. Researcher on hu-
man power out-put, cycling wind resistance,
bicycle component efficiency, and other
technical topics. Owner of large cycling re-
search library. Past president, Southern
Veteran Cycling Club. Co-author of Science
of Cycling (1975) with Gordon Wilson. An
active cyclist.
DAVID GORDON WILSON (USA)
Professor of Mechanical Engineering, Mas-
sachusetts Institute of Technology. Co-
author of Science of Cycling (1975) with
Frank Whitt. Offered well-known prize for
design of best Human Powered land trans-
portation vehicle (1967). Designer and
builder of widely publicized recumbent bi-
cycles. Patents on wet weather bicycle
brakes. Research on bicycle accidents for
U.S. Consumer Products Safety Commis-
sion. Cycle tourist (1/4 million miles).
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